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ABSTRACT 

Catin who married in Sosopan Village, Kec. Kab. Padang Lawas has increased every year. 

failure  For take continuing education because parents' economic gap is one of the causes of 

adolescents making the decision to marry even though they are not ready or mature 

psychologically, mentally and emotionally. Through this socialization activity " Young Youth 

Stay Away from Drugs and the Dangers of Underage Marriage " it is hoped that students 

(youth) can continue their education at Public/Private Universities, outside/within the 

Province and outside/within City Regencies such as STAI Barumun Raya Sibuhuan and take 

advantage of the time by carrying out productive activities such as participating in activities 

organized by the village administration. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A. Situation Analysis 

Man is a creature social need partner For continue continuity his life , 

wrong one that is through marriage n. Wedding is a connection between a man 

And that girl acknowledged relationship (husband and wife), social , parenting 

legitimate children and distribution  clear work  Good for husband nor wife ( 

Janiwarty & Herri , 2010). 

Wedding is  something a holy , strong , and  sturdy For life together in a 

manner legitimate between a man with a Woman For form eternal family , polite   

sympathize , love loving , serene , and happy . Wedding for man is important 

thing , because  with wedding somebody will obtain balance life Good in a 

manner biological , psychological nor in a manner social ( Mangunprasodjo ( in 

Dwinanda , Wijayanti , & Werdani , 2015) ) . Someone who does wedding besides 

need the biology will fulfilled , maturity emotion And maturity Also will role , p 

that is Wrong very aspect  important For guard continuity wedding . 

Guard continuity wedding in line with the marriage that has objective For 

married . Deep effort reach objective marriage is a married couple must own 

pattern mature thought  And mature order home ladder happy And endure until 

death separate . Delori (2005) explains ideal age to marry on Woman ie 21-25 

years And male 25-28 years , because on age it's a reproductive organ Woman in a 

manner physique Already develop with Good And strong as well as Ready gave 

birth , so did at man on ages 25-28 will Ready For sustain life his family . 

However in fact , a lot man And Woman marry at a young age young . Marry on 

age young ( underage) called with wedding early . 

According to Widyana , Toyibah , & Prani (2015) marriage early  is  bond 

marriage done  by partner aged not enough of 21 years , according perspective 

law in u laws wedding in 1974 article 6 paragraph 2 was established that For carry 

out wedding must  reach 21 years old , before age the must with agreement 

parents . Based on information the can concluded that wedding early is marriage 

done  on not yet old sufficient condition And provision u laws wedding  

according to rule country , deep consideration Not yet Ready physique and 

mentally for form something House stairs . 

Case wedding early much happen corner world with background 

different backs .  Based on data from UNICEF ( United Nations Children's Fund ) in 

2005 the phenomenon wedding early ( early marriage ) often found on 

communities in South Asia viz there are 9.7 million child Woman or 48% married 

on under age  18 years old , Africa by 42% and Middle East ( Paediatrics , 2009). 

BPS data ( Agency Center Statistics ), 2008 in Indonesia there are 5 

provinces that are still Enough tall marriage case early , namely Java East (28%), 

West Java (27.2%), South Kalimantan (27%), Jambi (23%), and Central Sulawesi 

(20.8%). Besides That case wedding early in Indonesia can seen on Table 1 

follows:  
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Table 1. Percentage Wedding Underage in Indonesia 

Year 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

percentage 27.4% 25.8% 24.5% 24.7% 25.0% 

Source : SUSENAS 2008-2012 

 

Based on Table 1 can  seen that wedding early in 2008 was  on percentage 

of 27.4%, in 2009 as much as 25.8%, in 2010 as much as 24.5%, in in 2011 at a 

percentage of 24.7% and on in 2012 as much as 25.0%. Based on these data shows 

that percentage wedding underage in Indonesia  relatively high . 

Based on KUA data ( Office of Religious Affairs ) Sosopan District, 

Padang Lawas Regency is known for polite village in 2020 total married teens 

under 2 1   year i.e. 24 people from 83 couples married . In 2021 the number of 

catin (bride and groom) who are married under the age of 21 is 28 out of 171 

married couples and in 2022 out of 99 pairs the number of married couples is 32 

catin who are married under the age of 21. Furthermore, in 2022 there will also be 

18 catin who have not registered their marriages at the KUA Kec. Polite, this 

happens for several reasons, one of which is the age that is not sufficient for 

marriage . The data illustrates that every year there is an increase in catin who 

marry underage. 

Based on observation PKM executive, occurrence of underage marriages 

in the village Sosopan Kec. Kab. Padang Lawas caused teenager experience failure 

For take further education . This is due to several reasons, one of which is the 

economic gap between parents to send their children to public or private 

universities. This reason results in when someone proposes to their daughter, the 

application will be accepted or when their son does not continue to PT, the 

parents propose to marry ( mambuat boru ) in order to continue the lineage (marga). 

 

B. Formulation of the problem 

Based on the situation analysis that has been put forward, the formulation 

of the Community Service (PkM) problem is: 

1. The number of underage marriages in Indonesia is relatively high. 

2. Lack of knowledge of adolescents (children) and parents about the dangers of 

underage marriage. 

3. An increase in the number of catin underage marriages every year for Sosopan 

Village, Kec. Kab. Old Field. 

4. Counseling teachers play an important role in preventing underage marriages 

and the importance of further education to support future careers. 

5. Village government officials and KUA have a role in socializing the dangers of 

underage marriage. 

 

C. Benefits of Devotion 

This PkM is useful in increasing the understanding of students 

(adolescents) about the dangers of underage marriage and preventing early 

marriage at Sosopan High School in particular and the entire community of Kec. 

Kab. Padang Lawas in general. 
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METHOD 

PkM implementers and assisted by KKL STAI Barumun Raya SIbuhuan 

students prepare all the necessities that can support the implementation of this activity 

by determining the time and location of implementation, administrative preparations 

in the form of permits, participant absences and documentation tools as well as 

preparing material on "The Dangers of Underage Marriage". 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Activity Preparation 

Based on the results of observations of PkM implementers on August 10, 

2022 at the KUA Kec. Kab. Padang Lawas for Sosopan village found data that in 

2020 the number married teens under 2 1   year i.e. 24 people from 83 couples 

married . In 2021 the number of catin (bride and groom) who are married under 

the age of 21 is 28 out of 171 married couples and in 2022 out of 99 pairs the 

number of married couples is 32 catin who are married under the age of 21. 

Furthermore, in 2022 there will also be 18 catin who have not registered their 

marriages at the KUA Kec. Polite, so that PkM implementers communicate to the 

Head of SMA Sosopan Kec. Kab. Padang Lawas, namely Mr. Zubri Siregar, S.Pd 

to carry out socialization with the theme "The Spirit of Young People Stay Away 

from Drugs and the Dangers of Underage Marriage". 

This activity was in collaboration with the Sosopan POLSEK, represented 

by Mr. Sukandar who presented material on "Young Youth Staying Away from 

Drugs" and PkM implementers socialized material on "The Dangers of Underage 

Marriage". Mr. Zubri Suregar, S.Pd as the Head of Sosopan High School 

appreciated this activity and hoped that through this activity it would minimize 

the possibility for teenagers to get married at a young age and be able to continue 

their education at university. 

 

B. Activity 

This PkM activity was held on August 26, 2022 at the Sosopan High 

School Hall, Kec. Kab. Padang Lawas with 73 Sosopan High School students and 

16 KKL STAI Barumun Raya Sibuhuan students for Sosopan Village, Kec. Kab. 

Padang Lawas. This activity was carried out by displaying material in the form of 

power points with interesting slides. 

 

C. Activity Results 

The results of this PkM activity are expected to increase the knowledge 

and understanding of students (adolescents) about the duties, roles and 

responsibilities of husbands and wives as well as the impacts and dangers of 

underage marriage. In addition, students (adolescents) are expected to know the 

importance of further education to support future careers. 
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Appendix 1  Details of Funds 
No. Name of goods Amount Unit Price Total price Ket. 

1 Bottled Mineral Water 20 Bottle Rp. 5.000,- Rp. 100.000,-  

2 Glass Mineral Water 3 Box Rp. 15.000,- Rp. 45.000,-  

3 
Brazing Cake 

And the Committee 
20 Box Rp. 6,000,- Rp. 120.000,-  

4 Participant Cake 80 Box Rp. 5.000,- Rp. 400.000,-  

5 Fruit 3 Package Rp. 30.000,- Rp. 90.000,-  

6 Tissues 2 Fruit Rp. 5.000,- Rp. 10.000,-  

7 Fruit knife 3 Fruit Rp. 2.000,- Rp. 6,000,-  

Total Expenses Rp. 771.000,-  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 1. During the Devotion 
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CONCLUSION 

A. Conclusion 

Catin who married in Sosopan Village, Kec. Kab. Padang Lawas has 

increased every year. failure  For take continuing education because parents' 

economic gap is one of the causes of adolescents making the decision to marry 

even though they are not ready or mature psychologically, mentally and 

emotionally. 

Through this socialization activity " Young Youth Stay Away from Drugs 

and the Dangers of Underage Marriage " it is hoped that students (youth) can 

continue their education at Public/Private Universities, outside/within the 

Province and outside/within City Regencies such as STAI Barumun Raya 

Sibuhuan and take advantage of the time by carrying out productive activities 

such as participating in activities organized by the village administration. 

 

B. Suggestion 

Based on the PkM activities and the conclusions that have been put 

forward, there are several suggestions put forward as a follow-up to this PkM, 

namely as follows: 

1. For student 

Through this PkM activity, it is hoped that students will be able to 

understand the dangers of underage marriage and utilize their time at a 

productive age with more useful activities. 

2. For BK teachers 

Counseling teachers are expected to be more active in socializing the dangers 

of underage marriage and the importance of further education to support 

future careers through guidance and counseling services. 

3. For Village Government 

The village government can increase community activities related to youth 

and can cooperate with KUA in data collection so that administration is 

orderly and minimizes the occurrence of underage marriages. 

4. For KUA Kec. polite 

KUA Kec. Politeness is expected to socialize about the importance of 

registering legal marriages in Religion and State so that administration is 

orderly, facilitates the processing of letters and certificates and avoids young 

people marrying underage. 
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